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Acknowledgement of Country
Money Mob Talkabout acknowledges the Australian Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander peoples of this nation. We acknowledge the traditional custodians of the 
lands on which our organisation is located and where we conduct our business, 
the Arrente and Anangu people. We pay our respects to their ancestors and Elders, 
past and present. Money Mob Talkabout is committed to honouring Australian 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples’ unique cultural and spiritual 
relationships to the land, waters and seas and their rich contribution to society.
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enabling us to offer a suite of financial services to Anangu under one umbrella 
and ensuring the community is able to undertake basic transactions necessary 
for their livelihood. In partnership with Regional Anangu Services Aboriginal 
Corporation, we have taken on the employment of the Community Administration 
Support officers at these two sites also.

Today, there is a constitution, a strategic plan and the organisation has a fledgling 
board made up of a small number of committed individuals. There is a clear path 
to transition to an Anangu board of governance over the coming the years.

The highlights for the past 12 months have been the deepening of our work with 
clients, through staff that have remained with the organization over a number 
of years and developed trusting relationships with the community. Financial 
Counsellor, Annique Jones, has done a great job of providing a regular outreach 
service to Kanpi, Nyapari, Pipalyatara, Kalka, Mimili and Indulkana, while David 
Porter, also a Financial Counsellor, has been a consistent anchoring presence 
in our Pukatja office and regular presence in Fregon. Matt Adams-Richardson 
provided support at a vital time, assisting Anangu staff at work in Pukatja and 
Kanpi. Kylie Roberts has been a bedrock for the team, providing unfailing support 
in the corporate services area.

Congratulations to Carolyn Cartwright, Managing Director, for working 
collaboratively with other agencies to keep the Mintabie issue on the agenda and 
for securing support from the SA government in the form of substantial funding 
for the No Interest Loans program to provide alternative safe credit options for 
Anangu. We’ll also be able to expand this program into Oodnadatta. Another 
win was a $120,000 grant from ASIC for consumer education about “loans and 
phones” – timely given the imminent roll-out of mobile phone towers across 
the Lands.

Yours sincerely,

Nerida Nettelbeck 
Chairperson

Chairperson Report
I’m both excited and proud to present the inaugural Annual Report for Money 
Mob Talkabout Ltd. Money Mob Talkabout started life as a travelling financial 
literacy education program in 2009, part of the consulting company Matrix on 
Board. Funded by the then Families Housing Community Services and Indigenous 
Affairs minister Jenny Macklin, the program employed highly visible four-wheel 
drives in which it visited more than 70 remote communities prescribed under the 
Northern Territory Emergency Response to raise awareness in advance of visiting 
money management services. Later, the program moved into the Kimberley 
Region of WA and in 2011 was asked to travel to the APY Lands of far northern 
South Australia.

In 2012, we tendered and were successful in securing “financial wellbeing 
hub funding” from Department of Social Services. In combination with our 
existing FAHCSIA funding, this allowed us to expand and, building on the 
recommendations contributed by program staff to date, establish a place-based 
service where the community could develop an ongoing relationship with our 
staff and program. Accordingly, APY Lands offices were established in Mimili, 
Ernabella and Amata, and local Anangu and non-Anangu staff employed. The 
SA Department of Communities and Social Inclusion came on board soon after, 
contributing funds which enabled us to employ an additional financial counsellor 
in the program.

In 2015 when some FaHCSIA funding ceased, we closed our much-in-demand 
Mimili office. However, we were able to continue to service the eastern APY 
communities through regular monthly outreach and to retain our Amata and 
Ernabella offices.

Money Mob Talkabout separated from Matrix on Board to establish itself as a 
separate not-for-profit organization. Further, since the inception of our APY Lands 
work, Money Mob has always had a goal of eventually being led by Anangu. The 
establishment of a board structure to head the organization gives us the scope to 
pursue this goal. In October 2015, Money Mob Talkabout Limited was registered 
as a not-for-profit company, limited by guarantee and received Public Benevolent 
and Deductible Gift Recipient status from the Australian Tax Office.

In 2016, Money Mob took on delivery of Department of Human Services 
(Centrelink) at two sites – Kanpi and Ernabella – and Service SA work at Ernabella – 
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And of course, hundreds of clients who have been given improved access to 
financial services through assistance with their banking, tax returns, Centrelink 
payments, registrations, licenses and more.

Congratulations to our wonderful team on a sterling effort, in what are often 
difficult and distressing circumstances.  We couldn’t do it without you.  In 
particular, I want to thank Anangu who have worked with us throughout 2016-
2017 – whether for a short time or long time - and contributed to our success.

Managing Director Report
I am privileged to be writing MoneyMob’s first annual report after returning 
from a wonderful holiday in South Africa.  South Africa is a beautiful country 
still struggling to overcome the legacy of nearly 50 years of apartheid rule, in 
which black South Africans were classified at the lowest rung of a racially based 
social hierarchy.  23 years on from the first fully democratic elections in 1994, 
and despite the official abolition of these racial divisions, South Africa is still 
characterised by enormous disparities in wealth.  Many black South Africans 
continue to live in impoverished conditions – it will take decades more to undo the 
effects of institutionalised racism and wealth disparity.  

Even though I was on holiday, everything around me in South Africa kept me 
mindful of the continuing struggle of Australia’s first peoples, in a country that 
has yet to fully accept the truth of its history.  It also reinforced my responsibility 
as a non-Aboriginal person to wrangle with my role in the system.  This is why I 
am passionate about MoneyMob Talkabout – and am lucky to have a team which 
shares this passion.  

MoneyMob’s vision is for “a future where Anangu are ninti (knowledgeable) with their 
money and their families, communities and organizations are strong.”  Knowledge 
is power.  We know that gaining knowledge and control of money and the 
financial system (from which Aboriginal people were historically systematically 
excluded and remain substantially so today) will be one of the keys to Aboriginal 
self-determination.  MoneyMob Talkabout has a vital role to play in bringing this 
knowledge to Anangu; to assist them to combat poverty, unscrupulous practices to 
which they are subjected, to develop financial resilience and to wrangle with the role 
Anangu want money to play in culture and everyday life.  It is a big vision, that will 
only be achieved through  
many small steps and  
ongoing commitment. I am  
proud to present below a  
snapshot of our work  
during financial year  
2016-2017, as we continue 
to take those small steps 
towards achieving our vision.

3842 client sessions

796 individual clients seen

74 payment arrangements reached

Over $25,000.00 in debt reductions

Six debt waivers worth over $18,000.00

561 clients who gained increased knowledge

101 who gained increased skills in managing money

•	Mark	Nettelbeck

•	Mary-Lou	Bailey

•	Matthew	Adams-Richardson

•	Melvina	Young

•	Michaela	Abbott

•	Nyanu	Burton

•	Rachelle	Nelson

•	Rosanna	Wells

•	Serena	Umala

•	Shauna	Colin

•	Surleen	Anand

•	Tjikatu	Nurina	Burton

•	 Initji	Lawrie-Windlass

•	 Janet	Anawari	Carroll

•	 Janet	Cole

•	Kani	Patricia	Tunkin

•	Kathryn	Wintinna

•	Kunmunara	(Carol)	Kenny

•	Kiandra	Mitakiki

•	Kylie	Roberts

•	 Langaliki	Lewis

•	Lillian	Jack

•	Lindsay	Ingamells

•	 Lorraine	Fraser

•	Angampa	Nyaningu

•	Annique	jones

•	Bonni	Yeatman

•	Cailin	Wigg

•	Candice	Macumba

•	Charmaine	Buzzacott

•	David	Porter

•	Denise	Young

•	Donna	Holzer

•	Elisha	Roesch

•	Gina	Williamson

•	 Ian	Wells

With warm regards,

Carolyn Cartwright
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of traders, alternative consumer options for Anangu and to discuss ways to better 
address the social harms emanating from Mintabie. We are pleased to see that 
both state and federal governments are starting to take steps to address issues 
such as book up which have for decades contributed to Anangu impoverishment.

Our No Interest Loan Scheme (NILS) program also provided a great opportunity 
for Anangu to learn about safe credit and debt. In the first quarter of 2017, we 
saw over 80 clients wanting NILS loans, proving that where safe credit options are 
available for Anangu, they are very popular.

In May 2017, the SA Government announced $300,000 funding for MMT, the 
lion’s share of which will allow us to employ a NILS officer full-time for two years 
and enable us to expand the reach of the NILS program in 2017-2018. The NILS 
program is a great avenue to teach people about credit and debt.

Through reviewing bank statements for the loan process, we are able to see 
the kind of debt Anangu are taking on, and talk to them about poor consumer 
options like consumer leases and payday loans. We are also able to show people 
how much debt they are carrying, how much they are losing in fees at fee-paying 
ATMs and even pick up things like scam transactions in people’s accounts.

Strategic Plan and Progress Towards Goals
Anangu are engaged in helping MoneyMob to achieve our goals. They are 
involved in the decision making about what they want MoneyMob to do, in 
service design and delivery. Anangu lead the change they want to see in their 
communities.

This year we received a small amount of funding from the SA government to 
undertake a project to encourage Anangu to join the MMT board. The project has 
enabled us to produce a poster explaining the role of a board member which is 
being translated and will be used in future community meetings.

We were also pleased to receive support from Pukatja Council to move back  
into the Pukatja office, so that we could deliver Centrelink agency services for  
that community.

Anangu in the community have been taught wise ways to earn and use money and 
make good decisions about using their money, they don’t get ripped off or into 
unmanageable debt. They know who to ask for help with difficult money questions.

Throughout 2016-2017 MMT has been advocating strongly in relation to the 
ongoing problems caused for Anangu by the Mintabie township. We led a number 
of forums with key Anangu and government agencies to push for better regulation 
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This strategy is ambitious, and requires constant experimentation and review to 
find the best way to support our Anangu staff. For the first time, we employed 
an Anangu Support and Training Officer, dedicated to supporting and training 
Anangu staff on the job. Many Anangu express interest in working for MoneyMob.

However, there are significant challenges that remain to be addressed before 
Anangu can fully take advantage of paid work – especially in roles which deal 
with money. This year alone, we employed more than 20 different staff across 
three locations. Despite many capable individuals within this pool, the majority 
were unable to maintain a full week’s attendance for a variety of reasons. In 
particular, domestic violence, family and caring responsibilities take a toll on our 
largely female Anangu workforce. While Anangu clearly need and want access to 
financial services and assistance, there is still an important broader conversation 
which needs to be had about how the community views local people working in 
these roles so vital to community functioning.

Strategic Plan and Progress Towards Goals (continued)...
Every Anangu has enough money to feed themselves, pay their bills on time and 
buy things they need and want. Family members talk to each other about money 
and work out their money story/plan together. People agree about sharing, they 
don’t humbug or g=fight with one another about money.

 e Vulnerable people are looked after well. The community has been taught  
  about, and understands money abuse of vulnerable people (children, old  
  people, people with disabilities or mental illness).

 e Anangu staff are well educated and trained. Non-local staff teach and pass  
  on their knowledge to Anangu so that they can work autonomously. Anangu  
  are confident and have the freedom of choice to fill the local jobs and run  
  local services by themselves.

Part of the SA government funding announced in 2016-2017 will fund a project 
with NPY Women’s Council’s Uti Kulintjaku team, called “Healthy Money, Healthy 
Families.” This project will allow us to build on work done previously with NPY, 
to explore better ways to work with families in financial crisis and with complex 
needs. This work is due to commence in 2017/2018.

As part of our commitment to ensuring Anangu have enough money, we took 
on delivery of the Centrelink agency service from two sites, Pukatja and Kanpi. 
People need regular access to this service so they can receive money for a basic 
livelihood. We felt that providing this service alongside our MoneyMob service 
made sense, given much of our work involves assisting people to navigate the 
Centrelink system anyway.

In the same vein, we also became a Service SA agency at our Pukatja office, 
so that Anangu have somewhere local to obtain vehicle licenses, ID and pay 
registrations. This has also proved popular, showing that where services are 
available, Anangu will take them up.

In 2016-17 MoneyMob maintained our commitment to local employment, 
with five Anangu identified positions available in the team. It has always been 
our philosophy to take on Anangu staff with the intention of training them into 
professional roles. This is not only for the benefit of the individuals concerned, but 
we believe it is the best means of creating a “ripple effect” of understanding in the 
communities about financial capability.
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Peter Riley 
Secretary

Executive Manager of the NPY Empowered Communities 
Backbone organisation (Secretariat), Peter is working 
closely with Anangu organisations and communities 
across the Ngaanyatjarra Pitjantjatjara Yankunytjatjara 
lands, as well as Government, on a national aboriginal 
led initiative to put Anangu in the driver seat. Peter is 
a Wiradjuri and Weilwan man from Western NSW and 
brings 30+ years of experience and knowledge from 
the corporate consulting, strategy and implementation 
domain. He has worked in the government, health, 
finance and wealth management domains, and is 
passionate about sharing knowledge and enabling 
empowerment.

Our Board

Nerida Nettelbeck 
Chairperson

Managing Director of Matrix On Board Training, Nerida 
brings over 20 years of board membership experience 
along with skills in the training and delivery of financial 
literacy education, governance, strategic planning, 
disability services and community development.

Karen Field 
Ordinary Board Member 

Karen is the Chief Executive Officer of Drummond Street 
Services and National Chief Executive of Stepfamilies 
Australia. She brings 26 years’ experience in developing, 
managing and delivering a range of evidence-based 
programs and services, across a range of sectors. 
This includes health and welfare, tertiary education, 
employment, and justice sectors in government (Senior 
Policy), National Centres of Excellence (Beyondblue and 
Centre for Adolescent Health) and community based 
organisations. Her key areas of expertise and interest 
are family focused public policy research and advice; 
research and evaluation in early intervention; and 
representing the contribution of small NGOs.

Neil McPhie 
Ordinary Board Member

Neil’s working life has been spent dealing with money 
and finances. Having had a diverse range of roles over 
35 years with 3 Banks and a Friendly society Neil moved 
to roles working with aboriginal communities. Much 
of this time was spent in the area of financial literacy, 
predominantly in developing programs and in day to day 
mentoring.

Neil has observed that a low understanding about how 
to work effectively with money is common amongst all 
levels of our society. Building financial literacy is not just 
about understanding financial terms and starting savings 
plans or applying for a loan. It is also about feeling 
worthwhile, being heard, having a desire for change and 
being willing to spend time to learn. Helping people to 
access the lives they want is what drives Neil’s interest in 
financial literacy.

Carolyn Cartwright 
Managing Director

Carolyn provides overall leadership for Money Mob 
Talkabout and oversees the day to day operations of the 
organisation. She plays a vital role in connecting the 
board to the day to day realities of service delivery in 
remote communities.
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Contact Us
MoneyMob Talkabout 
16 & 17/63 Todd Mall, Alice Springs N.T. 0870

PO Box 3866, Alice Springs N.T. 0871

Phone: (08) 8953 2410

www.moneymob.org.au
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www.moneymob.org.au


